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glimtrex Outside- Oil
Product description
The abrasion proofed care and maintain your wood in the grain, such as taresses, decks, carports,
garden furniture, etc.
glimtrex® Outside-Oil is a natural wood care, which is made from weather resistant oils and micro fine
pigments. That is how UV-rays are blocked and the wood is protected against weathering.
glimtrex® Outside-Oil is after drying odor free. More over it is free from toxic substances and is based
of renewable raw material.
glimtrex® Outside-Oil consists of diaromatissed hydrocarbon, refined nature oils, cobalt- and calcium
soap such as pigments.

Treatment
Stir glimtrex® Outside-Oil before using. The surface has to be clean and free from dust.
Remove algae, grace, dirt and other pollution. Apply glimtrex® Outside-Oil on the untreated wood.

Natural Surface
Apply 2 - 3 times with interim drying of approx. 12 hours. Than the wood is weather resistant.
The wood humidity should not exceed 18% and the process sing temperature should not be below
+8° C. We recommend to do a sample coat.

Treated Surface
You can apply glimtrex® Outside-Oil on all typs of finishes, as long as the base is viable.
Not viable underground needs to be sanded. Than you can apply the Oil as explained above.

Care
You can brush of or wipe of light pollution, such as dust, pollen etc.
To maintain or refresh put a coat of the Outside-Oil on the clean and dry surface. No sanding is
necessary.
If the surface is highly polluted we recommend our glimtrex® wooden deck cleaner.
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Yield
1 Liter for 20 m² per coat. Depending on the type of wood and the wooden surface (freshly sawn or
planed wood). If the surface is ripped the yield might double.

Technical information
Available in 0.75 liter and 2.5 liter tins.
Colours: Transparent, teak, pine, ipé, bangkirai, douglasie, learch, oak, cherry wood, white.
Store cold but frost-free. The shelf life is 5 years in the closed original tin. Make sure to stir the tin
thoroughly before using. A skin may from on the surface of the product, please remove before stirring.

Please look at the current safety data sheets. You will find them at www.glimtrex.de/downloads.
This information is purely advisory and is based on the best knowledge available through careful
research. This information cannot be held as legally binding.
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